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Where Did The Year Go?

As we reviewed our customer
bulletins we realized that we
haven’t sent out a comprehensive
one since early Spring!  Every year
seems to evolve this way with a
slow but steady pace at the factory
during the winter, but a distinct
time acceleration as the flying
season hits.  But this year seems to
have been exceptionally busy with
little time for routine
communications.  That is a mixed
blessing of course.  Busy is good
because it signals continued health
in the sport and with Six Chuter.
But the downside is that the first
thing to suffer during hectic times
are our news bulletins.  Thus, this
one will be packed with
information that we should have
sent out earlier. We hope you will

enjoy reading it all and hope
that the information will be
informative for our current
owner/pilots and perhaps
educational and incentive
building for our prospective
pilots. We are providing new
information, links and resources
for prospective pilots who might
still be on the fence about
powered parachutes.   There is
an article that is a
comprehensive update on
Research and Development
changes to our models. We
include information on
replacement options for older
fiberglass tanks. And we finish
with an article that provides
everyone with ideas on how to
extend the season and stay
productive, if not flying, during
the winter months.
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So You Have A
Yearn to Fly? Now
What?
Decisions and Next Steps Towards
Realizing the Dream

So you think you have caught the
flying bug? You have dreamed of
flying all your life but for one
reason or another have delayed
moving forward?  Or you used to
fly airplanes and have a pilot
certificate, haven’t flown in years
and yearn to get back in the sky?
Most of us who fly powered
parachutes  know exactly how you
are  feeling.

Yet learning to fly any type of
aircraft can be complicated and
expensive. And making mistakes
in choosing what to fly, how to fly
and when can ruin your dream
forever.  We have watched
prospective powered parachute
pilots “jump in with both feet”
without  making some basic
decisions, only to end up spending
huge amounts of money and
being thoroughly discouraged
with the results.  Likewise we have
met dozens of prospective pilots
who spend years researching but
never taking the first step.

Six Chuter has been in the
business of manufacturing
powered parachutes for over 26
years now.  And if this type of
flying is right for you, we are here

for you.  But we want to do
everything that we can,
BEFORE, you start spending
your money, to help you make
wise decisions. Towards that
goal we have a variety of
resources that we offer to help
you.  This article provides you
with an outline of the
fundamental questions you
need to answer, as well as links
to resources to assist you.

There are three general
categories of decisions you
need to make along with many
“sub” decisions to insure you
make this a fun, cost-effective,
and safe endeavor.

Are Powered Parachutes the
Best Way to Fly for You?
Sport Pilot

has opened
a whole
new avenue
of options
for
recreational flying for the “common”
person.  Powered Parachutes have
many advantages but also limitations
that you need to consider before
deciding on this category.

Download DISCOVER POWERED
PARACHUTING with Six Chuter

Once you decide that powered
parachutes are indeed your best
option you need to consider whether
to keep it simple and “cheap”
(relatively) and fly a single seat under
the FAA Ultralight rules or whether
you want to earn a pilot’s license that
allows you to fly a two seat ppc with
passengers.

Download GETTING STARTED IN
POWERED PARACHUTES “WITH DUE
DILIGENCE”

Which Model and Configuration
will suit your needs?
So you have decided that powered
parachutes are the perfect way for you
to realize your dream of flying.  Maybe
you deduced this simply through good
research or maybe you took a
discovery flight and became hooked.
More decisions ahead.

Six Chuter offers more options than
any other powered parachute
manufacturer.  We offer a true part
103 single seat ultralight as well as a
range of tandem-two seat aircraft.
And we are the only manufacturer to
offer our aircraft in builder kits or fully
factory assembled, qualified for
certification as Amateur Built,
Experimental or Special Light Sport.

Download SIX CHUTER CATALOGUE to
help you see the various models,
options, accessories and ways to build
and certify.

When and How Should I
Proceed?

There is no time like the present
as the saying goes.  Review the
next article on “Timing is
Everything” to help understand
the timelines involved in getting
started.

But don’t hesitate to take some
next steps.

After you have reviewed the
catalogue and made some
preliminary decisions:

Fill out this simple form to
REQUEST A QUOTE. We offer
some healthy discounts
especially during this last quarter
of the year. Or Call 509 884-8084
and talk with us about your
needs.
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Timing is
Everything!

Thinking and Planning Ahead for Flying
in 2017

A regret that many potential owners
and pilots have is delaying starting their
adventure until each Spring. This is
pretty natural because when the winter
sets in it just doesn’t seem like the time
of the year to take up ultralight or light
sport flying.

We have just seen so many times that
those who wait until spring, sometimes
will not actually begin their flying until a
full year later.  This is particularly true if
you plan to buy and build from a kit.
Consider the following simple
illustration.

Let’s say that you decide today that you
really want to move ahead with a
project and actually start your flying fun
in the spring when the flying season
begins.  The gathering of resources,
ordering process and other basic
logistics just to start production will
likely take you four weeks.

If you are purchasing a Six Chuter
Powered Parachute in kit form the
average production time will be six
weeks.  If you want a fully factory
assembled and FAA certified aircraft,
the plan on an average of two full
months.

While Six Chuter kits can be built in
about 100 hours of work, the average
builder has other life priorities and an
average actual build time of eight
weeks is common.

Then you need to consider time to
train.  Whether you are a licensed
pilot transitioning to powered
parachutes, or only seeking training
for ultralights, it is not unreasonable
to plan for a full month of work to be
able to solo your powered parachute.
If you want to earn your sport pilot
certificate, while there are
accelerated classes available, most
will take months to complete that
course.

You can see from this simple example
of a kit built project that a 22-week
process would not be uncommon.
Thus, if you wait until spring, April
let’s say, it could be mid-September
before you were able to actually
begin to enjoy flying.  And although
the season of flying can extend into
the winter in many areas, by Mid-
September the peak of the light sport
flying season is over in most areas of
the United States.

There are certainly ways to
accelerate your project schedule.
The example provided here assumes
that you would build from a kit.

Six Chuter International carries an
inventory of new and pre owned
powered parachutes.  So if you are not
planning on building you could shave a
couple of months off the illustrated
schedule. And of course if you
purchased a pre-owned aircraft you

are not looking at any production
time.

The time to train can also be
compressed if you can find an
instructor and facility that offers
accelerated powered parachute
training.  N.W. Light Sport Aviation
LLC, out of Arlington Washington is
one example of where you can acquire
accelerated training.

The point of this article though is to
encourage simple planning to avoid
disappointment and frustration. If you
really want to fly in 2017 then you
need to realistically plan ahead.

Six Chuter staff can assist you in
determining the best time to start.
And we will lay out a proposed project
schedule to help you.

For more information on Six Chuter
kits, fully factory assembled aircraft or
pre owned inventory, call Rolando
Santiago 360 904-8766 or email us at
sixchuterinfo@comcast.net
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Six Chuter Striving for
Exceptional

PRODUCT INNOVATION

We have written in previous bulletins
about our unique market position.  Six
Chuter is one of only about six
manufacturers who have a legal Light
Sport Powered Parachute. Of those few,
we are among only a couple who are still
actively producing.  And of those couple
we have the most product diversity
including Special Light Sport,
Experimental and Amateur Built kits and
a true part 103 single seat ultralight.

Our strategy is to stay focused on only
doing powered parachutes and
to be the obvious leader and choice
when it comes to PPCs. Maintaining this
position requires us to be open to
innovation, so long as the results are
real improvements to our product and
responsive to customer needs. What
follows in this article is an itemized
listing of what is in process, along with
some prediction of what to expect and
when.

 P3 Lite

Design and prototype was completed
in 2014.  We remain in process to
make the manuals better and to
standardize parts for various seat
installations, electric start option and
we are still testing various carb
installations.  We are well into
marketing and sales and we appear
to have achieved objectives.

 Skyeryder II

The Skyeryder II is a spinoff of Dan
Bailey’s design of the P3 lite but in
tandem mode.  The reason for
development is to target the Amateur
built kit market and to try to hit retail
market for a tandem PPC at under
$15,000.  We are two years into
development and Mark Martin has
just completed first production flights.
We have more flights, materials
testing, and manuals to develop
before market.  So best guess is mid-
2017 for sales

 Paragon Si
(Special Israel)

This is an interesting evolution of ideas
largely sparked by Nir Meirav, our
Israeli leader.  Israel has a huge
contingent of powered parachute
pilots, likely one of the larger clubs in
the world.  And they know how to fly,
and they put some “miles” on their
aircraft.  Nir has helped us over the
years with ideas on basic
improvements to the Legend and
Paragon design.  Examples are the
now standard side brace for the
Fangaurd ring and moving to mild steel
landing gear brackets instead of
aluminum.

In his most recent order he has
ordered and therefore funded and
prompted a few changes that will likely
find their way into our mainstream
models.

MGL EIS

Installation of the standard Grand
Rapids EIS in Legend and Paragon
models is really quite technical.  On
Nir’s Paragon we are moving to the
MGL Xtreme.  It is more cost, but
much less technical work to install and
the looks and functions are incredible.
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912 Engine Cowl

This is purely market driven for looks.
We are working with our fiberglass
vendor to make this a cost effective
accessory for Paragon 912 installations.

Rock Guard

This option has been “stuck” in
development for years.  The demand is
occasional in the U.S. market but nearly
mandatory in Israel given the fields they
fly from.  We tried a few other vendor
designs and eventually Tom custom
designed one for our airframes. We
believe these will be very functional and
the look and design perfectly fit the
paragon.

CKT Muffler

We prototyped a new muffler that
meets European noise standards on
Bill Nelson’s Paragon.  This was also
driven by Nir’s customer demands for
an upgraded muffler.  While more
expensive, it is good looking and
functional.  We will likely be offering
this as an upgrade on U.S. units.

Seat Options

This one
might seem
like a simple
deal. The
fact is we
have tried a
dozen
different
options for
an upgraded
seat.  This again is purely driven not
by function but market.  Many pilots
just want a larger seat with high
back.  The fit on our airframe without
having to make substantial
modifications is the challenge.

The p3 lite has a couple of nice
options already.  Our contractor is
now working on two upgrade
versions, one a high back seat with
upholstery and the other will be a
high back molded seat. We hope to
have the initial option ready for Israel
units in Mid-October, but a full range
of options will take us into 2017.

The Little Things

Nir has steered us towards alternative
steering stick grips. Seems like a small
thing. Cost is 10 X more than our foam
grips but still under $10, so what the
heck?  They look nice.

 Paragon AM

This is really an exciting endeavor that
we are partnering with Tyler Sepp and
Leo Tocchini, Eagle Sport LLC.  The
strategy is to find a viable four stroke
alternative to the Rotax 912.  We have
made many attempts over the year but
have failed to find an engine that was
not only cost effective and reliable, but
one that can be supported worldwide,
by the manufacturer. This engine is
based on Suzuki, appears extremely
well designed and supported.  And it
retails at a price half that of a new
Rotax.  This would put a Paragon 100
h.p. in the retail market at under $25K.
We likely have months ahead of work
on this project so it is our newest R &
D project.  We are thankful for
partners on this project.
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As the fall and winter sets in across
the U.S. it is common for many of
our pilots or prospective pilots to
simply “park” their aircraft or put
off dreams of flying a powered
parachute until the spring.  If you
are currently flying a powered
parachute you may miss some of
the best flights of the year by
avoiding winter flying.

If you are dreaming of flying a
powered parachute but think you
should delay any action until spring
that can be a disappointing
mistake.

We spend some time in this early
winter bulletin discussing things
you can do to make the most of the
winter months. One of the most
ambitious projects a prospective
pilot could undertake would be to
build their own aircraft from a Six
Chuter Kit. Six Chuter is the only
manufacturer that offers a full
array of tandem and single seat
powered parachutes in kit form.
Read more in this fall bulletin.

1. Keep Flying!

Just because it gets cold out does not
mean you can’t continue to fly during
the winter months.  A flight on a cool,
clear, windless day can be among the
most enjoyable flying you will ever
experience.

2. Do Your Annual
Maintenance

The best time to complete repairs
and maintenance is not when you
want to fly.  You can go to the Six
Chuter Website or the Six Chuter
Store
http://sixchuter.mybigcommerce.co
m/six-chuter-approved-manuals/ and
order parts, manuals and annual
inspection forms.

3. Learn
Learning should be a continuous
process anyway. But who wants to
“hit the books” when we could
otherwise fly. But the winter months
provide you with the best time to
pick up a manual, book, Cd or other
learning resource and enjoy studying.
Again, the Six Chuter store offers a
good variety of resources to help
keep you busy, and smart SHOP SIX
CHUTER STORE

4. Take Your Sport Pilot
Written Exam

Related to “learn” but specifically
productive would be to study up and
get the Sport Pilot Written Exam out
of the way.  When you are taking
your flight training and actually flying

it is nearly a hindrance to take time off
to study and take the exam.  Do it
now.

The Sport Pilot Prep-ware is available
in the Six Chuter store and provides a
very fun and convenient way to study
for this exam.

5. Connect and Network
A little down time is a great time to
network with other ultralight and
sport pilots.  This can be a great way to
share stories, learn, share photos and
just be social. Six Chuter has a great
and active Face Book Page and
another dedicated to Six Chuter
owners.

6. Spend the Winter Building
Your Own Six Chuter
Powered Parachute

Six Chuter International is the only
powered parachute manufacturer that
offers a full array of two seat and
single seat aircraft in kit form.  Our
powered parachutes can be factory
assembled, or ordered, built by owner
and certified as Experimental Light
Sport or Amateur Built Light Sport.

The winter months give you all the
time you need to build and be flying by
the time the spring flying season
begins.

Making the Most of the Winter Season

Just a Few Things That You Can Do to Create a Productive Winter Flying Season
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Failing Fiberglass
Fuel Tank Failing?

Over the past few years we have
had more and more reports of
leaks in the older model fiberglass
fuel tanks.  Some of these leaks
seem to be due to just the age of
the tank itself.  Many of these are
as old as twenty years or more.
There is also some evidence that
the addition of ethanol to gasoline
has increased the problems with
fiberglass.

We remain dedicated to
maintaining the airworthiness of
EVERY powered parachute that we
have ever manufactured (over
2200), and thus have created
several options for these older
tanks.

Option #1 Replacement
Fiberglass Tank
Replace your tank with new fiberglass.

Some owners have done this.  And some
have added a “sloshing compound” to
their new fiberglass tank to help extend
the potential life.  We have no specific
experience with the sloshing and so
can’t recommend this.  The other issue
with this option is the length of time
now required to reproduce these older
tanks, one at a time.  The wait can be
months.  Nonetheless if this is the
option that you desire then the
replacement tanks retail for $199.95
and that includes the new fittings, but
not the replacement cap.

Option #2 Poly Tanks

For Spirit Models and Legends we
have a 10 X 30 Poly 10-gallon tank
available.

This tank can replace the older
square poly tanks on the Legend and
if you are willing to add some lateral
mounting pieces can be adapted to
the Spirit. Price on this option is
$129.95 and that includes fuel tank
fittings, straps, and cap.  This does
not include any fabrication that
might be required to mount on a
Spirit or other models.

Available in the Six Chuter Store:

http://sixchuter.mybigcommerce.co
m/10-gallon-poly-tank/

We also have a standard 5 Gallon
poly tank for our single seaters now.
This might be an option for replacing
your fiberglass tank on a two-seater,
especially if you are trying to convert
to ultralight complaint.

Available in the store at
http://sixchuter.mybigcommerce.co
m/5-gallon-epa-carb-compliant-poly-
tank-for-single-seat/

We have recently found some nice
alternative poly tanks in various sizes
and capacities.

These can be adapted to most models
but you will need to make some
measures and consult with us on the
size.  These tanks, along with all the
fittings will generally retail for about
$179.95. If you are interested in this
option call Jacky or Tom at 509 884-
8084.

Option #3 Aluminum Tanks
The most reliable new option is to
convert to an aluminum tank.  We
have these available in various sizes
and can generally be installed on just
about any model with minor
fabrication.

While the most expensive at $475 for
the tank and all fittings, these tanks
will last forever.

Available in the store
http://sixchuter.mybigcommerce.com
/high-capacity-spun-aluminum-gas-
tanks/ or call the factory at 509 884-
8084 to consult.
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Meet Some of Our
Newest Six Chuter
Team Members

Daniel Morgan, West Virginia

Dan Morgan
Skyriderdm@frontiernet.net
1531 Timber Mountain Rd
Augusta WV 26704
540 409-6185

Joe Eggert, Newest CFI, N.W. Light
Sport Aviation, Arlington,
Washington

Ali Alisheri, Saudi Arabia
Ali Alshehri (aha-
1396@hotmail.com)

Eagle Sport LLC
Peoria Arizona
Tyler Sepp and Leo Tocchini, CFIs
tyler@flyeaglesport.com 602 904-
1007

Tom Sabo
Idaho Powered Parachutes
sagletom@gmail.com

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Do you have a passion for flying? Do
you enjoy introducing others to this
wonderful sport? Are you interested
in generating potential income? Then
joining the Six Chuter International
team may be the perfect opportunity
for you.

If you have taken the step to obtain
this business opportunities guide you
have likely begun to dream of how to
build a fun sport into a profitable
business. We offer this guide to help
you make wise decisions regarding
your potential enterprise

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
MANUAL

If you are a current or prospective
Business Partner, go the our
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES page
and fill out the form there to get
the latest documents
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Six Chuter
2016 Photos

Just a Few of Our Favorite Photos from the 2016
Flying Season

Join Six Chuter Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/SixChuterP
oweredParachutes/ to see more photos
and posts
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SIX CHUTER STORE

While we have literally hundreds of
more products to load, the Six
Chuter Store taking shape.

Our goal is to make this the most
comprehensive on line store for
powered parachute enthusiasts in
the world! And because we have
the purchasing power of a
manufacturer you will find the
prices the best available anywhere.

When we are completed with the
store owners of Six Chuter
powered parachutes will be able to
order nearly any part on any Six
Chuter model, conveniently and
quickly.

When you shop the Six Chuter
store you can know that you are
purchasing quality authorized parts
and accessories that are all
approved by the top manufacturer
of powered parachutes in the
world.

Check out some of our categories
and products:

1. SHOP SIX CHUTER
MANUALS manyof these
are available at no cost.

2. SHOP SIX CHUTER
APPROVED PARTS

3. SHOP INSTRUMENTS AND
ELECTRONICS

4. SHOP PROPELLERS
5. SHOP POWERED

PARACHUTE
ACCESSORIES

6. SHOP CANOPIES
7. SHOP MEDIA AND

TRAINING MATERIALS
8. SHOP SIX CHUTER

APPAREL

Check out our latest
product, "Metal Light Sport
Pilot or Instructor" wings.

Check back regularly to see more
items added. If you need a part
that is not available in the store,
call our Parts and Technical
Support staff at 360 904-8766

SIX POWERED
PARACHUTE
CLASSIFIEDS

We have recently consolidated our
PPC classifieds on the Six Chuter
Store Site.

SIX CHUTER PPC CLASSIFIEDS

We carry the best inventory of new
and pre owned powered
parachutes in the U.S. Six Chuter
only carries aircraft when we can
verify the legal status, the
condition and the history.

If you do not see exactly what you
are looking for, contact our Sales
Manager Rolando Santiago at 360
904-8766. Rolando will help you to
find the perfect aircraft to meet
your needs and budget.

BUSINESS MANUAL
If you do not have a copy of the Business
Opportunities Guide, Email us at
sixchuterinfo@comcast.net

If you are a current or prospective Business
Partner, go the our BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES page and fill out the form
there to get the latest documents

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Learn more about our line of aircraft at OUR

AIRCRAFT
or request a full colored catalogue in .pdf
format OUR CATALOGUE
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Staying Connected

Contact Us

Six Chuter International LLC
4022 Airport Way
East Wenatchee, WA 98802

509 884-8084
sixchuterinfo@comcast.net
www.sixchuter.com

Six Chuter International
LLC

We are the leading manufacturer
of Powered Parachutes in the
world. With more than 2100
aircraft flying around the world
today we have the long-term
experience to help provide you
with the best powered parachutes
available today. And we are
prepared to support your
purchase for as long as you own
and fly!

SIX CHUTER INTERNATIONAL LLC
4022 Airport Way
East Wenatchee, WA 98802

SIX CHUTER INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION
SOURCES

The Six Chuter Web Site www.sixchuter.com
Request Free Catalogue or Product
Brochures

http://www.sixchuter.com/?page_id=48

Watch You Tube Videos of P3 Lite and
other Six Chuter Models

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgiLWNrY
YzZctqGTkUKb0aQ

Get Connected with Six Chuter via Face
Book

https://www.facebook.com/SixChuterPowered
Parachutes

Contact Us to Get Quote and
Availability

sixchuterinfo@comcast.net

Check Out Six Chuter Inventory of New
and Used Aircraft

http://sixchuter.mybigcommerce.com/powered
-parachute-classifieds/


